Name of center / association / person: ______________________________________

Topical areas for discussion:

1. Reduce station use from 4.8 to 3.2 for all stations
   
   Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

2. Eliminate numeric need calculation
   
   Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

3. Eliminate tiebreakers
   
   Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

4. Approve all applicants based on medical quality history
   
   Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

5. Develop a process to update zip codes
   
   Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:
6. Reduce # of review cycles

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

7. Total refund for 2nd application if 1st application is approved (DOH research needed)

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

8. Multiple applications by single provider in planning area exceeding total projected need (applications added together)

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

9. Achievement of 4.8 / 3.2 within 4 years or auto reduction of approved stations

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

10. Facility centered exception

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

11. Home training tiebreaker – within 35 miles regardless

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:
12. Planning area revision (King 6)

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

13. Isolation stations

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

14. Training stations

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

15. Border planning areas

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

16. Timing of NWRN data

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

17. Data / information within initial application

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:
18. Adding stations to relocated facility before new facility opens

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

19. Clarify Children’s – not in projection method

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

20. Timeliness to address the need – what if no need met?

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

21. Multiple applications by single provider within same planning area – must rank projects

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

22. History of applications – completing previous projects within timeline, costs

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept:

23. Application of tiebreakers

Provide rationale for supporting or not supporting this concept: